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4. **Rationale:**

Longitudinal studies of aging populations are often complicated by substantial loss of individuals through death and dropout (1). When attrition processes are systematic, estimates of risk factor and outcome associations based on the resulting selected population can be significantly biased (2). This potential selection bias is especially a concern in studies of aging-related outcomes such as cognitive decline since deficits in cognition significantly predict mortality (3, 4) and dropout (5, 6). The biasing effect of attrition is strongest when selection depends on both the outcome and risk factor of interest, either directly or through their predictors. Therefore, it is critical for researchers to consider the sources of attrition and explore systematic reasons to determine their impact on study results. Knowledge of systematic attrition may better inform design strategies to prevent or reduce dropout and statistical methods to account for potential bias.

A previous study noted important differences in socioeconomic status, general health, and cardiovascular risk factors between the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) participants and those who did not complete the Visit 1 baseline clinic exam (7). Recent Visit 5 examination of ARIC participants provides the opportunity to investigate attrition occurring over more than 25 years of follow-up in a large, population-based cohort. The purpose of this study is to describe the rate of attrition, due to both death and non-death causes, in the ARIC cohort. Further, we will examine sociodemographic characteristics, health behaviors, and physical and mental health states that are predictive of dropout. Lastly, we will explore the vulnerability to bias due to selective attrition in two example outcomes: temporal changes in cognitive performance and electrocardiographic (ECG) traits. Specifically, we will evaluate the degree to which these changes predict attrition, independent of sociodemographics and health characteristics and status.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

**Hypothesis 1:** Attrition between ARIC Visits 1-4 was largely due to dropout. Due to aging, mortality contributed more than non-participation to attrition occurring from Visits 4 to Visit 5.

**Hypothesis 2:** Conditional on survival, factors most significantly contributing to dropout are old age, low educational attainment, poor cardiovascular risk profile, and poor self-rated health.

**Hypothesis 3:** Given cognitive impairment predicts mortality and study dropout, we expect cognitive decline up to Visit 4 is significantly associated with attrition from Visit 4-5, independent of other predictors of attrition. Alternatively, we anticipate changes in ECG traits (defined by changes in PR, QRS, and QT interval durations up to Visit 4) are less predictive, assuming changes are asymptomatic.
6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).

Study population
The ARIC study enrolled 15,792 men and women ages 45-64 years, sampled from 4 U.S. communities: Forsyth County, NC; Jackson, MS; suburban Minneapolis, MN; and Washington County, MD. The first, baseline examination took place from 1987-1989 and was followed by 3 follow-up examinations approximately 3 years apart. The first nine years of cohort follow-up included repeat, comprehensive evaluations of cardiovascular disease, subclinical atherosclerosis, and vascular risk factors (Visits 1-4). In 2011-2013, the fifth ARIC examination (Visit 5) was conducted among 6,538 of the surviving cohort members, ages 70-89 years at the time. Since study onset, cohort members have been monitored for mortality and cardiovascular events and contacted annually to maintain current contact information and health status. Whereas 61% of the 10,748 surviving cohort members participated in the fifth examination (n=6,538), a larger proportion were successfully contacted through annual follow-up, with the overall follow-up response rate at contact year 24 at 83% (Table 1).

Table 1. Participation and follow-up contacts in the ARIC study (1987-2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Visit 1</th>
<th>Visit 2</th>
<th>Visit 3</th>
<th>Visit 4</th>
<th>Visit 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of cohort members alive</td>
<td>15,792</td>
<td>15,644</td>
<td>15,267</td>
<td>14,809</td>
<td>10,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of participants at visit (% of those alive)</td>
<td>(100%)</td>
<td>(91.7%)</td>
<td>(84.4%)</td>
<td>(78.7%)</td>
<td>(60.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on annual follow-up response rates for contact years 4, 7, 10 and 24

The high frequency of clinical exams in the first 9 years of cohort follow-up, compared to the lack of clinical exams in the 15 years between Visit 4 and Visit 5 create two distinct time periods during which mechanisms of attrition may have been different. For that reason, we will examine attrition due to death and to non-death causes separately for the period between Visit 1 and Visit 4 and between Visit 4 and Visit 5.

Sources of attrition
In this study, attrition will be estimated from visit participation and with information collected at annual follow-up (AFU). Study participants’ final statuses, including reasons for contact refusal, are tracked as part of the AFU. Using AFU form versions A-M (administered at contact years 2-24), participants’ final status information will be categorized to contacted and alive, contact and refused, reported alive, reported deceased, and unable to contact or unknown. Attrition will be attributed to death and non-death causes, of which the latter will be further sub-classified into lost to follow-up (alive but not contacted) or non-participation (contacted but refused).
Predictors of non-death attrition
Relevant sociodemographic covariates assessed at Visit 1 will include age, gender, race×center, education level, marital status, occupation status and type, and family income. We will also use baseline prevalence of smoking, alcohol drinking, obesity, hypertension, high cholesterol, and diabetes in examining potential risk factors that may be associated with non-death attrition. Additional factors will be considered, including self-rated general health, objectively measured cognitive and pulmonary function, self-reported health conditions, and distance between participant’s residence and field center. In examining the effect of risk factors on attrition occurring between Visit 4 and Visit 5, we will consider as predictors the prevalence of those risk factors at Visit 4, as well as change in risk factor levels between Visit 1 and Visit 4. Additionally, for continuous, repeated measures, including systolic blood pressure, glucose levels and self-rated health, we will examine trajectories over time from Visit 1 to Visit 4 and use trajectory groups as predictors in examining the risk of attrition.

Example outcomes: changes in cognition and ECG traits
A valid, three-test battery on cognitive function was administered at Visit 2 and 4 participants. We will use these scores to estimate cognitive change leading up to Visit 4 and estimate its effect, as well as the effect of cognitive status at Visit 4, on subsequent attrition to Visit 5. Similarly, we will use repeat ECG data to estimate the influence of changes in ECG traits (PR, QRS, QT interval durations) from Visit 1 to Visit 4 on attrition occurring between Visit 4 and Visit 5.

Statistical analysis
Hypothesis 1: Descriptive analyses will assess the rates of types of attrition (death, loss to follow-up not due to death, non-participation) between Visits 1 and 4 and between Visits 4 and 5, separately. Frequency of visits and age of study participants at the time of Visit 1 as compared to Visit 4, impart a qualitative difference on attrition occurring between Visit 1 and 4 and between Visits 4 and 5. We will therefore perform separate analyses for those two distinct time intervals. We will explore field center effects in stratified analyses.

Hypothesis 2: Multivariable logistic regression will be used to predict non-death attrition, among surviving cohort members, first between Visit 1 and Visit 4 and secondly between Visit 4 and Visit 5 (among those followed to Visit 4). If there are sufficient numbers, we will sub-divide the outcome by types of non-death attrition into a 3-level outcome (not contacted, contacted but refused, participated) and fit multinomial logistic regression models. Predictors with a p-value < 0.1 will be considered statistically significant.

Hypothesis 3: We will model non-death attrition from Visit 4 to 5 on changes in each example outcome (preceding Visit 4) and significant predictors of attrition using multivariable logistic regression. Change in cognitive performance will be defined by Visit 2 and 4 cognitive test scores. In the analysis of ECG traits, we will exclude prevalent and incident CHD and heart failure cases prior to Visit 4. Additional standard exclusions based on medication use and ECG abnormalities will be made.
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